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Giving carditis back to the heart

Anatomically vague (it was named after its proximity to the
heart), histologically undistinguished (its mucosa is usually
described as being “similar to the mucosa of the antrum”)
and functionally considered a drab territory that connects
two well characterised segments of the digestive system, the
gastric cardia has long been ignored by gastroenterologists,
pathologists, and physiologists alike.

Suddenly, in the past few years, this neglected Grenz
zone has been catapulted to the centre of the gastroentero-
logical stage. Another spin-oV of Helicobacter pylori? In a
sense, yes. But, whereas the wily bacterium is blamed for a
long list of calamities occurring in the remainder of the
stomach, duodenum, and other systems, in the cardia it is
portrayed as a protector of mucosal integrity.1 An implau-
sible defensor mucosae.

During the past few decades a dramatic rise in the inci-
dence of adenocarcinoma of the cardia has been reported
in the very populations in which the incidence of gastric
cancer has been decreasing.2 The latter trend has been
explained as a consequence of the declining prevalence of
H pylori infection. However, the increased incidence of
cancer of the cardia is paradoxical: why should this minus-
cule ill-defined portion of the proximal compartment of the
stomach behave diVerently from its more distal areas? One
possible explanation is that the lack of a consensus on what
the cardia area is, the diYculty of establishing the precise
site of origin of tumours of the gastro-oesophageal
junction, and various inaccuracies in tumour coding in
cancer registries may have unwittingly conspired to inflate
trends in cardia cancer.3 In fact, most cancers classified as
cardia tumours may arise in Barrett’s epithelium in the
distal oesophagus. The rise in acid reflux and Barrett’s
oesophagus in Western populations is probably related to
dietary trends (more dietary fat), which have increased the
prevalence of obesity,4 and by the increased gastric acid
production made possible by the decreasing prevalence of
H pylori induced atrophic gastritis.1 5 Recently, more inves-
tigators are inclined to accept the oesophageal origin of
junctional tumours and have called for a consolidation of
cancer arising in this area into a single clinicopathological
entity.6 7 Nevertheless, discovering what happens in the
cardia may be important, or even crucial, to understanding
the events taking place at the junction.

In 1994 we tackled the issue of cardiac involvement by H
pylori8: in subjects with H pylori elsewhere in the stomach
the mucosa of the cardia was almost always directly
aVected, and the inflammatory responses in the cardia and
the antrum were similar in both quality and intensity. Our
study did not suggest that the cardia was a compartment of
the stomach aVected by H pylori in a distinctive fashion.
Therefore, we did not see the need for a special term (car-
ditis?) any more than we believed that inflammation of the
pylorus should be called pyloritis or the inflammation of the
greater curvature grand curvitis. In 1996 Riddell intro-
duced the term carditis,9 hitherto used exclusively in refer-
ence to inflammatory diseases of the heart, to connote
“inflammation of the gastric cardia.” Since then, the
perception of an epidemic of junctional cancer, the sugges-

tions that H pylori eradication may result in increased acid
reflux, and perhaps the relative virginity of the territory
have provided the momentum for numerous investigations
of the prevalence, nature, and importance of inflammation
in the gastric cardia.

The results of these studies are remarkable for their dis-
parity. Goldblum and colleagues10 found inflammation of
the cardia in 23 patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux
disease (GORD); only one of these patients was not
infected with H pylori. Similarly, El-Serag et al found no
instances of inflammation of the cardia not associated with
H pylori infection in 302 patients with reflux
oesophagitis.11 In contrast, Chen et al found “some cardi-
tis” in 107 (92%) of 116 unselected subjects.12 Forty per
cent of these subjects with moderate and 57% of those
with severe carditis had H pylori infection. The authors
focused on these data to conclude that carditis is
significantly associated with H pylori active gastritis, but
not with symptoms or signs of gastro-oesophageal reflux.
The same figures, however, show that 60% of individuals
with moderate and 43% of those with severe inflammation
in the cardia did not have H pylori infection. In Voutilain-
en’s Finnish series of 110 patients with junctional intesti-
nal metaplasia, 101 (92%) had cardia gastritis, but only 50
(46%) had H pylori infection; of the 1009 controls without
junctional intestinal metaplasia 737 (73%) had carditis,
but only 363 (36%) had H pylori infection.13 The study by
Bowrey et al in this issue (see page 798) confirms that
subjects with GORD have a high prevalence of cardia
inflammation, even in the carefully documented absence
of a H pylori infection.

Thus, we have several major discrepancies to explain.
Why do some authors detect essentially no inflammation in
the cardia of H pylori-free subjects,10 11 whereas others find
that a large portion of uninfected subjects have isolated
gastritis of the cardia (Bowrey et al)?12 13 A second issue
raised by these data is the relation between cardia inflam-
mation and reflux: some authors believe that inflammation
in the cardia and evidence of GORD (Bowrey et al)13 go
hand in hand, whereas other investigators fail to see
evidence for such a correlation.10 11 Finally, if we do accept
the existence of an entity to be provisionally called “non-H
pylori isolated carditis,” we may have to appose the defeat-
ing qualifier “idiopathic” to indicate our ignorance about
its aetiology. Having now created the novel entity
“idiopathic non-H pylori isolated carditis” we must ask
ourselves what its importance might be. The practical cor-
ollary of this theoretical question is, of course, whether it is
sensible for endoscopists to go to the extra eVort and
retroflex the endoscope to obtain one or two biopsy speci-
mens from the cardia. In the present state of knowledge,
the histopathological answers they receive will be very
unlikely to influence patient management.

Geographical diVerences are unlikely to explain the dis-
parities found in the studies outlined earlier. Although the
ethnic background of the subjects is rarely stated or taken
into account in the analyses, most patients in Voutilainen’s
series were certainly Finns,13 the majority of Bowrey’s
patients were likely to be Welsh, and Chen’s subjects were
Americans with various percentages of the ethnic groups
that constitute the population of Boston.12 Yet, these
diverse groups had comparable prevalence of “idiopathic
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non-H pylori isolated carditis”. Criteria used to define
carditis are also unlikely to explain the substantial
diVerences found in diVerent populations. Most investiga-
tors have made a reference to their pathologists’ use of the
updated Sydney System.14 Even taking into account inter-
observer variation among pathologists, the discrepancies
seem too wide to be explained by this interpretative vari-
able alone. The inevitable conclusion is that, at this point,
we do not have the necessary information to even guess
the true prevalence of non-H pylori carditis in diVerent
populations, we do not know what it means, and have no
idea what should be done about it. In this situation, the
only sensible course of action is to encourage the
performance of well designed studies, of which Bowrey’s
article is an example, in geographically and ethnically
diverse populations of clinically well defined subjects.
Data on the intensity and topographical distribution of
gastritis ought to be available for each subject, so that cor-
relations with inflammation in the cardia can be made.
The combined information derived from such studies may
eventually help to remove “idiopathic” from the provi-
sional name given to the non-H pylori carditis. It might
even suggest that the term carditis should be given back to
the heart.
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Colon cancer: the shape of things to
come

Konishi et al (see page 818) have documented
morphological findings in 4147 colorectal neoplasms
detected colonoscopically in a consecutive series
of 5025 average risk subjects. The importance of their
report lies in the understated and sobering perspective it
brings to the concept of de novo colorectal cancer. They
used high resolution magnifying endoscopy to detect,
remove, and classify all epithelial neoplasms. The
neoplasms were grouped as mucosal lesions (3605), sub-
mucosal cancers (91), and advanced cancers (451),
although the advanced cancers were not considered
further. The mucosal lesions included 3353 adenomas
and 252 intramucosal carcinomas. In the West, the latter
would be classified as adenomas with high grade
dysplasia1 and for the purposes of this study were grouped
with the adenomas, and are subsequently referred to as
such.

The neoplasms were also grouped into depressed and
non-depressed, the latter including flat, slightly raised, and
polypoid lesions. The rationale for this was the previous
demonstration of de novo cancer associated genetic
changes specifically within early depressed cancer.2 The
findings seem to ratify this decision. Among the 86
non-depressed submucosal cancers, residual adenoma was
found in 63 (73%); it is conceivable that an adenomatous
component was destroyed in the remainder. None of the
depressed submucosal cancers (five out of the 91 found)
showed residual adenoma. If it is assumed that there was
no precursor lesion in these five cases, it must nevertheless
be accepted that de novo carcinoma is uncommon, even in

Japan. The distribution of these putative de novo
submucosal cancers is also of interest: three in the right
colon (17% of right sided submucosal cancers), two in the
left colon (5% of left sided submucosal cancers), and none
in the rectum.

The fact that depressed submucosal cancers are more
common in the right colon and show a low frequency of
K-ras mutation3 4 fits with the recent description of DNA
microsatellite instability in flat appearing cancers of the
proximal colon.5 K-ras mutation is uncommon in cancers
showing extensive microsatellite instability (MSI-H
phenotype).6 As adenomas in hereditary non-polyposis
colorectal cancer (HNPCC), which are often MSI-H, are
thought to show an accelerated progression to cancer,7 it is
possible that the lack of residual adenoma in flat or
depressed carcinoma is explained by malignant conversion
of an adenoma when it is still small and therefore suscepti-
ble to complete obliteration.

The study by Konishi et al oVers indirect evidence that
depressed carcinoma may indeed develop within depressed
adenoma. The percentage of lesions with a depressed
appearance is similar for both adenoma (4%) and
carcinoma (5%). Furthermore, depressed neoplasms
(benign and malignant) are vanishingly rare in the rectum
and most common in the proximal colon. To these points
may be added the earlier observations of infrequent K-ras
mutation in flat or depressed adenoma as well as
carcinoma.3 4 8

It has been known for many years that colorectal
adenoma and cancer are distributed diVerently in the
colon. Autopsy studies show a relatively even distribution
of adenomas throughout the colon whereas cancer is more
frequent in the distal colon and rectum.9 Presumably, the
microenvironment in the distal colon and rectum favours
multistep neoplastic progression (or promotion). Konishi
and colleagues support this notion by showing a higher
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frequency of >10 mm polyps, a higher frequency of villosity
among the non-depressed adenomas of the distal colon and
rectum, and a higher carcinoma:adenoma ratio in the dis-
tal colon and rectum.

The often repeated assertion that proximal and distal
large bowel cancers are fundamentally diVerent is alluded
to in this study. It seems that the main basis for this obser-
vation is the predilection of MSI-H cancers for the proxi-
mal colon.10 As noted previously, this fact may explain the
distribution of flat or depressed neoplasms. Nevertheless,
other factors may determine the growth characteristics of
colorectal neoplasms. Mechanical shearing forces may be
maximal in the distal colon and rectum, encouraging
mucosal prolapse and the development of a polypoid mass.
Less mundane explanations may lie in the growth charac-
teristics of neoplastic crypts. Crypt elongation and branch-
ing will produce an expansile lesion that is more likely to
become exophytic. When neoplastic crypts remain short,
branch infrequently, and spread laterally, lesions will be flat
or depressed. At this time, however, there is limited infor-
mation on the mechanisms underlying the growth of neo-
plasms.

This study supports the adenoma–carcinoma concept,
highlighting this as the major morphogenetic pathway for
colorectal cancer in the left colon and rectum. The de novo
pathway, by contrast, is uncommon and operates mainly in
the proximal colon. Even this suggestion may be overstat-
ing the importance of the de novo pathway if the explana-

tion for an apparent de novo origin lies in the rapid conver-
sion of flat or depressed adenomas showing DNA
microsatellite instability.
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See article on page 822

Cryptic messages in FAP

A series of remarkable clinical, epidemiological, and labo-
ratory studies has shown that aspirin and other non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as
sulindac, can prevent the development of colorectal cancer
and cause regression of pre-existing adenomas.1 Aspirin is
one of the most potent chemopreventive agents against
colorectal cancer. However, its mechanism for causing a
reduction in colorectal cancer risk and mortality is
unknown.2 The anti-inflammatory properties of NSAIDs
are thought to reside in their ability to inhibit prostaglandin
production at sites of inflammation.

Cyclooxygenase (COX) is a key enzyme in the
production of prostaglandins, and aspirin can inhibit its
activity directly. Initially, COX was thought to be a single
enzyme, but in 1991 a second COX isoform was
discovered (COX-2) which is induced by cytokines, growth
factors, and tumour promoters.3 COX-1 is expressed con-
stitutively in many tissues and is inhibited by aspirin and
other commonly used NSAIDs. Contrastingly, COX-2 can
be induced and expressed at high levels in most colorectal
cancers.4–6 Both isoforms catalyse the conversion of arachi-
donic acid to a variety of eicosanoid products, including
prostaglandins. Inhibition of COX-1 by NSAIDs is a major
cause of NSAID associated gastropathy.7 However, COX-2
is undetectable or barely expressed in the normal stomach
and its inhibition does not cause peptic ulceration.8 9

Recently, a number of highly specific COX-2 inhibitors has
been developed which promise to prevent colorectal cancer
without incurring serious side eVects in the rest of the
gastrointestinal tract.10 11

COX-2 plays a major role in the development of adeno-
mas. Min and APCÄ716 mice, which have mutations in the

APC gene analogous to those in patients with familial
adenomatous polyposis (FAP), have significantly fewer
adenomas if COX-2 is inhibited pharmacologically or
removed by genetic manipulation.12 Furthermore, COX-2
contributes to the malignant phenotype as it promotes tis-
sue invasion, angiogenesis, and may even create areas of
immune privilege within the tumour.13–15

How does aspirin prevent the development of adenomas
and cause the regression of pre-existing adenomas? In a
landmark randomised controlled trial, Giardiello and
colleagues have already shown that sulindac can cause the
regression of pre-existing colonic adenomas in patients
with familial adenomatous polyposis.16 In their current
paper (see page 822) the authors confirmed that sulindac
decreases polyp numbers in patients with FAP. They then
evaluated apoptosis along the long axis of the crypt in
biopsy samples of normal rectal mucosa from patients
treated with sulindac for three months, finding that sulin-
dac increases apoptosis at the surface of the crypt, but
decreases apoptosis at the base. These changes in the dis-
tribution of apoptosis cannot be explained by changes in
the expression of genes known to regulate apoptosis—for
example, Bcl-2, Bax, p53, or the cell cycle inhibitor p21.
Colonic epithelial cells arise from stem cells located at the
base of the crypt which then migrate up to the intercrypt
table at the surface, where they are shed. There is a
constant low rate of apoptosis at the base of the crypt which
may regulate the number of cells migrating towards the
surface. Apoptosis may also contribute to the shedding
process at the top of the crypt. However, it is unclear
whether apoptosis is the regulated event which causes cell
shedding or whether it is merely secondary to cleavage of
cellular integrins from their ligands in the extracellular
matrix. The significance of the change in distribution of
apoptosis from the base of the crypt towards the surface
during treatment with sulindac is unclear and further
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studies will be needed. However, Keller et al suggest that
this change in ratio of apoptosis between the crypt base and
surface may be a useful intermediate biomarker for study-
ing the eYcacy of chemopreventive agents of colorectal
tumorigenesis. This is a bold claim as the accurate assess-
ment of apoptosis in human colonic biopsy samples is
notoriously hazardous. The authors report that the mean
number of crypts counted in each patient was 12.74.
Apoptosis is so heterogeneous that to obtain reproducible
data in the mouse colon, at least 200 perfectly orientated
half crypt sections must be quantified. Nevertheless, the
concept of NSAIDs increasing cell shedding at the mucosal
surface is an appealing one and should stimulate future
studies aimed at validating its usefulness as a biomarker in
humans.
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Post-cholecystectomy diarrhoea: a
running commentary

Since laparoscopic cholecystectomy eclipsed the open pro-
cedure in the early 1990s there has been a worldwide
increase in annual cholecystectomy rates of between 20%
and 50%.1 2 This has occurred despite a lack of evidence
that gallstone incidence has increased to the same degree.
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy has a lower mortality rate
than open cholecystectomy, but in view of the increased
cholecystectomy rate, there may be no decrease in the total
number of deaths associated with this operation.1 Changed
indications for a safer procedure and patient or physician
induced demand may explain the increased cholecystec-
tomy rate. Patients and doctors may have a lower threshold
for tolerance of gallstone associated symptoms than in the
pre-laparoscopic era. As gallstones may be associated with
a spectrum of symptoms, from none at all to those associ-
ated with life-threatening complications, in many instances
the decision to operate may be arbitrary. This is especially
so as the large majority of gallstones are asymptomatic, and
these are best left undisturbed.3

Patient surveys two to 24 months after both open and
laparoscopic cholecystectomy indicate that 40–50% of
patients have persistence of one or two symptoms such as
flatulent dyspepsia or dull abdominal pain, although
80–90% regard the operation as highly successful.4 5 Care-
ful surveys carried out before and after surgery indicate
that 13% of patients have persisting biliary type pain.6

Although it is easy to formulate a definition of biliary type
pain for research purposes, the characteristics of pain
caused by gallstones are still uncertain.7

Apart from the issues of procedure related mortality,
changing indications for surgery, and symptom relief, there
is much concern about post-laparoscopic cholecystectomy

morbidity in the form of bile duct injuries. Major (2.1% v
3.2%) and minor (5.9 v 9.8%) postoperative complications
occur less frequently with laparoscopic surgery. However,
major bile duct injuries occur in about 0.33–0.5% of
laparoscopic operations, compared with about 0.06% of
open procedures.8

A small but important number of patients complain of
diarrhoea in the long term after cholecystectomy. In a ret-
rospective telephone survey of 148 patients who had had a
cholecystectomy four years previously, 12% described a
major change in their bowel habit with more than three and
up to six watery bowel movements daily.9 Other reports
indicate that when patients are questioned about their
bowel habits after cholecystectomy, between 5% and 8%
answer that they have diarrhoea. Retrospective surveys,
however, have drawbacks and questions remain regarding
whether the cholecystectomy itself caused the diarrhoea,
whether there was diarrhoea preoperatively, and whether
what the patient describes as diarrhoea is real diarrhoea or
just increased frequency of defecation. In this issue (see
page 889) Hearing et al tackle these questions in a
prospective survey of symptoms and measurements of
bowel function before and after surgery in 106 adults.
Patients estimated that their bowel frequency increased by
a median of one bowel movement per week but
measurements of interdefecatory interval and whole gut
transit time using the Bristol Stool Form score did not
change significantly. Two of three patients who had stated
that they had diarrhoea usually or always before surgery
reported a deterioration in their diarrhoea after surgery. In
six patients who stated that they had diarrhoea usually or
always postoperatively, five had perceived that they had
less frequent diarrhoea or no diarrhoea at all preopera-
tively. Thus five patients either experienced a deterioration
in their perception of diarrhoea or perceived that they had
developed diarrhoea for the first time postoperatively. The
situation is even more difficult to interpret as at least two
of the five patients who had a perceived deterioration their
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diarrhoea or who had perceived that they had developed
diarrhoea for the first time postoperatively, may have had
irritable bowel syndrome pre- and postoperatively. Objec-
tive measurement of diarrhoea using interdefecatory
interval and stool form in these five patients failed to show
evidence of diarrhoea, except perhaps in one. Although
Hearing et al did not show a diVerence in whole gut tran-
sit time after cholecystectomy using the stool form
technique, it has been shown previously using a
radio-opaque pellet method that whole gut transit time is
shortened by about 20% as a consequence of the
operation.9 Fortunately, cholecystectomy has a desired
side eVect for patients with perceived constipation preop-
eratively, most of whom feel relieved of this annoyance
postoperatively.

What are the take home messages? 13–40% of patients
have persisting abdominal pain after cholecystectomy
although the vast majority regard their operation as a suc-
cess. Up to 12% of post-cholecystectomy patients when
questioned feel that they have diarrhoea as a consequence
of their operation, and at least 4–5% of patients have a
definite deterioration in their perceived diarrhoea or
perceive that they have developed diarrhoea for the first
time. Objective assessments postoperatively, however,
rarely demonstrate new onset diarrhoea. Some of these
patients may have the irritable bowel syndrome. Whether
mean orocaecal transit time becomes faster postoperatively
is still in doubt and this requires further study. Severe, high
volume diarrhoea does not seem to occur as a consequence
of cholecystectomy and if it does it is extremely rare. When

faced with a patient with possible post-cholecystectomy
diarrhoea, clinicians would be well advised to consider the
irritable bowel syndrome and assess the situation objec-
tively at the outset with records of defecation frequency,
stool form, and assessments of orocaecal transit time and
stool weight.
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